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The Gale Encyclopedia of Mental Disorders - 2 Volume SetCengage Learning, 2002

	The Gale Encyclopedia of Mental Disorders is a valuable

	source of information for anyone who wants to

	learn more about mental disorders and their treatments.

	This collection of approximately 400 entries provides

	in-depth coverage of specific disorders recognized by

	the American Psychiatric Association (as well as some...
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The Encyclopedia of Addictive DrugsGreenwood Press, 2002
The Encyclopedia of Addictive Drugs will save readers many hours of time that would otherwise be spent tracking down basic facts in science journals and libraries. This book is useful to a wide variety of persons—from a student doing a term paper to reporters preparing a story, from parents reading that story to a narcotics law enforcement...
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Encyclopedia of Pulp Fiction Writers (Literary Movements)Facts on File, 2002

	From the early days of dime novels to contemporary mass-market paperbacks, pulp fiction is a vital part of popular culture. This volume offers a survey of the scores of well-known and unsung heroes of popular literature. It seeks to cover the entire spectrum of pop literature's greatest entertainers and artists; the multimillion-copy...
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MCSA/MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit: Implementing and Administering Security in a Microsoft Windows 2000 Network, Exam 70-214Microsoft Press, 2003
Welcome to the MCSA/MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit: Implementing and Administering Security in a Microsoft Windows 2000 Network, Exam 70-214. This book provides in-depth and detailed information about the major security services in Microsoft Windows 2000 networks, including securing desktops and servers using Group Policy, configuring and managing...
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Encyclopedia of Digital GovernmentIGI Global, 2006
and interact with their stakeholders. This explains why digital government or electronic government (e-government) has become one of the most important topics in the public sector reform agenda. Such an e-transformation in government and public governance has its roots in the 1950s when some few professionals and academics started to speak about...
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World Press Encyclopedia: A Survey of Press Systems Worldwide ( TWO VOL. SET )Gale, 2002
Welcome to the second edition of the World Press Encyclopedia: A Survey of Press Systems Worldwide. In these two volumes, readers will find comparative, indepth essays on the press systems of 232 countries and/or territories. World Press Encyclopedia (WPE) is unique and valuable to users because, in addition to essays on each country’s press...
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Encyclopedia of Information Science and TechnologyInformation Science Publishing, 2008
The Encyclopedia of Information Science and Technology is the first work to map this ever-changing field. It is the most comprehensive, research-based encyclopedia consisting of contributions from over 900 noted researchers in over 50 countries. This five-volume encyclopedia includes more than 550 articles highlighting current concepts, issues and...
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The SAGE Encyclopedia of Trans StudiesSage Publications, 2021

	Transgender studies, broadly defined, has become increasingly prominent as a field of study over the past several decades, particularly in the last ten years. The experiences and rights of trans people have also increasingly become the subject of news coverage, such as the ability of trans people to access restrooms, their...
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Encyclopedia of World Cultures: East and Southeast AsiaMacmillan Technical, 1993
This project began in 1987 with the goal of assembling a basic reference source that provides accurate, clear, and concise descriptions of the cultures of the world. We wanted to be as comprehensive and authoritative as possible: comprehensive, by providing descriptions of all the cultures of each region of the world or by describing a...
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Internet Visual Quick TipsVisual, 2008
Would you like to browse the Web incognito, boost your system's performance, get more out of Google, and enjoy all the cool ways to social network? Then this Visual Quick Tips book is for you. This book will increase your productivity by providing you with shortcuts, tricks, and tips to help you work smarter and faster.
...
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The Facts on File Encyclopedia of Health And MedicineFacts on File, 2006
"The Facts On File Encyclopedia of Health and Medicine" is a comprehensive, four-volume reference perfect for a wide audience - from students to health professionals to lay readers - looking for reliable, accurate, accessible health information. Under direction of the Medical Advisory Review Panel, this authoritative, reference...
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The Encyclopedia of Death and Dying (Facts on File Library of Health and Living)Facts on File, 2005
Until recent times medical science could do little to prevent or cure life-threatening diseases that claimed young lives and made infant mortality commonplace. But today those 85 and over form the most rapidly growing percentage of the population. While death from infectious diseases has been widely controlled, only two of the current top 10...
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